
JUNE 23, 2017 

To whom it may concern, 

  I was introduced to Neil approximately 3 years ago when he was facilitating development of a community based 

engineering workshop and projects venture. At that time I was running a small mechanical/ engineering workshop to 

support the development of the proposed largest  “Eco village” (Atamai Eco village) in the southern hemisphere. 

My trading platform was a “trading trust” (Flight Project Trust) whose director was a limited lability company (Flight 

Projects Ltd), a business structure formed in 1998 by accounting firm KPMG in collaboration with a law firm W L C 

Brierley specifically to minimize personal liability exposure in the amusement ride industry and to avoid an annual 

expense of 10,000 pound sterling insurance option from Lloyd’s of London. 

Neil helped me navigate a way through the significant exposures I was facing due to Atamai’s financial demise and the 

contracts and agreements they had reneged on.  Neil offered solutions and strategies stemming from his 

comprehensive understanding of contract law, trust laws, director’s obligation, financial management, tax laws and 

obligations, and many other issues related to business operations and management. Neil’s advice has undoubtedly 

saved me many thousands of dollars in legal fees and specialized advice. His advice was always detailed and verifiable 

and most importantly Neil would not advise on anything he had no depth of experience in. On the odd occasion where 

he did comment on subject matter that was on the edge of his knowledge or experience he made it crystal clear that 

this was the case and advised I seek more qualified advice. 

Neil showed genuine concern for both my business and myself at the time and has continued to do so since. His advice 

enabled me to move forward and deal with the issues while maintaining the highest degree of integrity for the 

business, and myself as a director and shareholder which was very important to me personally. 

 I have no hesitation in recommending Neil to any business owner/manager to draw on and benefit from his 

comprehensive business knowledge and strategic advisory skills. 

 

Sincerely  

Rob Malloch 

DIRECTOR FOR – FLIGHT PROJECTS LTD 

Flight Project Trust 

Rob Malloch 

84 Graham valley rd. 

Phone - 021714212 

Email – robmmalloch@gmail.com 

 

 

 


